**WHAT TO EXPECT**

**BRING:**
- Insurance card
- Glasses/contacts
- Snacks/entertainment
- List of medications

**TIME:**
- Dilated exams typically last 1.5-2 hours.
- Non-dilated exams typically last 1 hour.

**WHO MAY JOIN YOUR SHIP?**
- Technician
- Student
- Resident
- Fellow
- Orthoptist
- Doctor

---

**YOUR OPHTHALMOLOGY DEPARTMENT VISIT**

**Kiosk Check-In**
This helps notify our team you are here.

**Registration**
Verify important personal information every visit.

**Exam Room**
Meet your first mate (technician).
Your technician will:
- Ask important health care questions to start every visit.
- Perform basic vision tests.

**Dilation Drops**
Some crew mates need dilation drops next.
Dilation drops take 30-45 minutes to set in. Your child may experience blurry vision and light sensitivity.

**Diagnostic Services**
Some crew mates also need some extra testing.
Scan this code to see our most common diagnostic services at the bottom of the web page.

**Doctor Exam**
Meet your captain.
Your doctor will perform an exam and provide next steps.

---

**AFTER YOUR VISIT**

**FOLLOW-UP:**
If needed, schedule your follow up appointment and sign up for patient portal with Patient Access.

**OPTICAL SHOP:**
Stop in our optical shop with your glasses prescription to see one of our amazing opticians or take it to any outside optical shop.

**SURGERY:**
Review important forms and contact surgery schedulers 24 hours after your visit.

**REFERRAL:**
We have placed referral, you should be contacted soon.

**MEDICATION:**
Pick up medications at verified pharmacy and take as prescribed.